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Abstract- Mobile computing systems often suffer from high failure rates that are transient and independent in nature. To add reliability and high availability to such distributed systems, checkpoint and rollback scheme is a useful fault-tolerance method for mobile devices in wireless environments. It may possible to reduce the loss of computation of a process in the presence of failures by periodically saving the process’s state on stable storage as a checkpoint and rolling back to the latest checkpoint when a failure has occurred. However, a mobile consumer device is not considered to have sufficiently large and stable storage to store its checkpoint data. Therefore, a remote checkpoint technique is preferred in wireless technique is preferred in wireless environments in which the checkpoint data of a mobile device is kept in a remote checkpoint server instead of the mobile device. Since battery power is one of the most critical resources for mobile devices, it is important to identify optimal checkpoint intervals that minimize power consumption. The proposed method is used to recover the mobile devices from failures and minimizes power consumption in wireless remote checkpoint environments by finding the optimal checkpoint interval.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A mobile computing system is a distributed system where some of the nodes are mobile computers. It consists of a fixed node called Mobile Support Station (MSS) and a number of Mobile Hosts (MHs). A cell is a geographical area around a MSS in which it can support a MH. A mobile Host can change its geographical position freely from one cell to another or even to an area covered by no cell. All the communication from one Mobile Host to another Mobile Host goes through MSS. MSS has both types of links—wired and wireless links. A MSS communicate with Mobile Host by wireless links, while with other MSSs by wired links. In ubiquitous environments, mobile consumer electronic devices are getting smarter and smaller to provide interactive intelligent services to users by collaborating with internet services. For example, ubiquitous well-being services can be provided by employing various wearable biological sensing devices, which collect user’s heartbeat, body heat, and so on, and transmit the collected information to the user’s smart phone or internet health-care servers through wireless communications [1].

Although computer hardware is more reliable in this decade compared to previous decades, smart mobile consumer devices such as wearable smart sensors (e.g., smart pendants [1]), computational RFID’s, or smart phones tend to fail for a variety of reasons. The high complexity of emerging software architectures increases the occurrence of transient faults during the computation. Memory allocation faults can easily occur on a mobile device that usually has a small volume of memory, because small memory tends to be fully occupied by memory leakage bugs quicker than large memory does. External damage or battery drain also easily occurs on mobile devices. Therefore, an effective fault tolerant strategy should be employed in mobile consumer devices. However, employing hardware-based fault-tolerant schemes (e.g., hardware replications) to mobile devices is not realistic [2], though they are quite simple and effective. Therefore, software-based fault-tolerance techniques that do not require additional hardware resources are desirable to mobile devices. A checkpoint and rollback recovery technique is an efficient software-based fault tolerance strategy that does not require additional hardware resources [3]. We can reduce the loss of computation of a process by periodically saving the process’s state on stable storage as a checkpoint and rollback to the most recent checkpoint when a failure has occurred [4], [5].

In wireless environments, a mobile consumer device is not considered to have sufficiently large and stable storage to store its checkpoint data, because mobile devices have a lack of stable storage, small memory, limited battery capacity, and are prone to external damage. Therefore, it is better to save the checkpoint data of a mobile device into the stable storage of a remote server through a wireless interface and download the last checkpoint from the server when the device has failed [6], [7], [8].

However, energy expenditure is a big concern for mobile devices nowadays, because battery power of mobile devices is now one of the most crucial resources. The proposed method is used for determining an approximation to the
optimal checkpoint interval that minimizes the energy expenditure in wireless remote checkpoint environments.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Employing a checkpoint and rollback scheme on a mobile device is necessary for fault tolerance, because spatial fault-tolerance schemes such as hardware replications cannot be applied [2]. Checkpoint and rollback recovery techniques provide software-based tolerance against transient and intermittent faults to the device. By restarting from the last checkpoint instead of the beginning of the execution for a process, the loss of useful computations caused by failure can be reduced [5]. The length of the checkpoint interval (i.e., how frequently checkpoints should be established during useful computation) has great impact on the performance of the system. Several studies have presented approximate solutions to determine optimal checkpoint intervals to minimize the expected execution time, which includes the time required for useful computation as well as the time wasted by failures and overhead for checkpoint and rollback.

Many research papers have proposed approximated methods to find out the optimal checkpoint interval that minimizes the expected execution time. Young has proposed a first order approximation to compute the optimal checkpoint interval according to the failure rate and the checkpoint overhead [3] for traditional checkpoint systems. Daly proposed a perturbation solution providing a higher order approximation [10] than Young’s approximation [3]. Zhan et Al. presented a heuristic method for remote checkpoint systems which dynamically adjusts the checkpoint frequency according to variety of failures when the failure rate is assumed to change over time in wireless networks [2]. Men et al. proposed a remote checkpoint method to obtain the appropriate checkpoint interval by considering not only the failure rate and checkpoint overhead but also the handoff rate of a mobile device in cellular networks when the mobile device frequently moves across the cellular areas [9]. George et al. proposed an aperiodic remote checkpoint scheme in which a mobile device takes checkpoints only when its handoff rate exceeds a predefined threshold value instead of taking checkpoints periodically [11].

These studies have been focused on reducing the expected execution time, but power consumption is also an important performance metric in mobile devices. Power consumption is not a linear function of time precisely because of the establishment of checkpoints. Otherwise, these studies would be sufficient to optimize for power consumption. Most research on remote checkpoint strategies has focused on reducing message overhead between mobile hosts and the mobile support server [12, 13, 14], but determining optimal checkpoint intervals is also important for the time and power efficiency. However, previous studies on optimal checkpoint intervals have been focused on reducing the expected execution time but power consumption is also an important performance metric in mobile devices [3, 4, 10].

As a previous work, an approximated method to the energy optimal checkpoint interval to minimize the expected energy expenditure for a mobile device has been proposed [15]. However, previous work did not consider the wireless link error, while wireless link errors occur more frequently than local faults do on a mobile device, generally. Therefore, a method to determine the optimal checkpoint interval should be developed, that compensates not only for local faults on the mobile device (e.g., memory faults) but also wireless link errors.

III. ANALYSIS OF PROBLEM

The high complexity of emerging software architectures increases the occurrence of transient faults during the computation. Memory allocation faults can easily occur on a mobile device that usually has a small volume of memory, because small memory tends to be fully occupied by memory leakage bugs quicker than large memory does. External damage or battery drain also easily occurs on mobile devices. Unlike a workstation in a fixed network, a Mobile Host engaged in a client-
server application in a wireless network can easily fail because of limited resources.

Mobile devices usually lack sufficient and stable storage to store checkpoint data. Remote checkpointing requires wireless transmissions that greatly increase the power consumption of mobile devices. It is clear that much more power is required to transmit or receive data through wireless interfaces than to access local memory. Battery power is one of the most critical resources for mobile devices, and it is therefore important to minimize power consumption. Therefore, it is necessary to identify optimal points (i.e., optimal checkpoint intervals) that minimize power consumption by considering the following two aspects: Failure rate of the mobile device and Power for storing checkpoint data. It is highly desired to employ a checkpoint and rollback scheme on a mobile consumer device for fault tolerance, because spatial fault-tolerant schemes such as hardware replications cannot be used.

IV. REMOTE CHECKPOINT STRATEGY

When a mobile device fails, its local state is corrupted and all the useful computation done before the failure occurred is lost [4]. To relieve this loss of computation, the mobile device periodically saves the current state of its running process as checkpoints, and recovers from a failure by a rollback to the most recent checkpoint. A checkpoint is a copy of current process’s state, which is stored on stable storage. An example of the checkpoint and rollback process is shown in Figure 1. The proposed system uses Non-blocking Checkpoint Co-ordination protocol.

![Figure 1. Rollback and checkpoint scheme](image)

A checkpoint is said to have been established, if the execution of the process can start over from this checkpoint by a rollback and recovery in the presence of failure [4]. Establishing a checkpoint incurs time overhead denoted by C, and rolling back to the last checkpoint when a failure has occurred requires time overhead denoted by R. It is assumed that C and R are constants for simplicity, though a more elaborate model may assume C and R to be some function of time. The execution of a process can be considered as a series of intervals, each of which begins immediately after a checkpoint is established and ends after the next checkpoint is successively established. It is assumed that every interval between consecutive checkpoints for a process has the same time length T of useful computation as presented in figure 1. At least, time T+C is required to complete one checkpoint interval is even if any failures are not occurred.

For simplicity, it is assumed that a failure occurs once a fault has occurred. In cases of failure, the mobile device is assumed to lose current states of running processes in the memory. The mobile device may fail during normal, checkpoint, or recovery operations. Failure requires rollback to the last established checkpoint. When a mobile device fails during execution, its local processes running in memory are corrupted, and all of the useful computation executed before the failure is lost [4]. It is assumed that wireless communication, as well as local memory access, is required during checkpoint establishment (C) or rollback recovery (R), whereas only local memory access is required during normal local computation (i.e., useful computation).

A mobile device is able to access the Internet by connecting to a mobile support server through the wireless interface. System can employ a simple remote checkpointing mechanism for mobile devices as presented in [15], in which an application process of the mobile device periodically stores checkpoint data on the mobile support server, and loads the last checkpoint from the server when failures occur. Actually, in more practical models, the remote checkpoint server may not also be the mobile support server but may be another dedicated remote internet server.

It has been one of the main objectives of the research on checkpoint and rollback schemes to
reduce the total overhead which consists of the loss of computation and the checkpoint overhead and to minimize energy expenditure of a mobile device in a wireless remote checkpoint environment.

V. CONCLUSION

Designing a fault tolerant system is always difficult. Fault tolerance using checkpoints in a Mobile Computing System imposes more challenges because of some unique characteristics of mobile hosts. Proposed checkpointing strategy is a complete one in comparison with other relevant works. It determines the optimal checkpoint intervals that minimize power consumption in wireless remote checkpoint environments. Unlike others, MHs moving within a cell is checkpointed exclusively. checkpointing can be completed without any delay resulting enhanced fault tolerance in the proposed scheme. Hence, checkpointing scheme is stronger from the point of view of failure recovery.
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